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A key problem in networks that support advance reservations is the routing and time
scheduling of connections with flexible starting time and known data transfer size. In this
paper we present a multicost routing and scheduling algorithm for selecting the path to be
followed by such a connection and the time the data should start and end transmission at
each link so as to minimize the reception time at the destination, or optimize some other
performance criterion. The utilization profiles of the network links, the link propagation
delays, and the parameters of the connection to be scheduled form the inputs to the algo-
rithm. We initially present a scheme of non-polynomial complexity to compute a set of so-
called non-dominated candidate paths, from which the optimal path can be found. We then
propose two mechanisms to appropriately prune the set of candidate paths in order to find
multicost routing and scheduling algorithms of polynomial complexity. We examine the
performance of the algorithms in the special case of an Optical Burst Switched network.
Our results indicate that the proposed polynomial-time algorithms have performance that
is very close to that of the optimal algorithm. We also study the effects network propaga-
tion delays and link-state update policies have on performance.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction classes. The request is characterized by a source node, a
Resource reservations is a way to provide Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) to end users. For example the resource reserva-
tion protocol (RSVP) [2], used for Integrated Services
(IntServ), employs resource reservations as a way to meet
specific QoS demands [1]. In general, we can distinguish
two types of network resource reservations: immediate res-
ervations, which are made in a just-in-time manner, and in
advance reservations, which allow the starting time of the
resource usage to be in the future.

Requests for advance reservations contain time- as well
as resource-related parameters. According to [10,11], ad-
vance reservation requests can be distinguished in several
. All rights reserved.
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destination node, a bandwidth demand, and one of the
following:

� A specified starting time and a specified duration
(STSD).
� A specified starting time and an unspecified duration
(STUD).
� An unspecified starting time and a specified duration
(UTSD).
� An unspecified starting time and an unspecified dura-
tion (UTUD).

Of particular interest to us are advance reservation re-
quests that have unspecified (flexible) starting time (UTSD
and UTUD).

Since bandwidth is a valuable and sometimes scarce
resource, efficient bandwidth management is a key objec-
tive of network designers. This is particularly true for
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multimedia applications where large amounts of content,
such as video files, have to be transmitted [3]. Optical Burst
Switching (OBS) [4–7] and Grid computing [8] have re-
cently defined two new networking paradigms, where
large chunks of data are transferred. OBS was proposed
as a way to combine the best attributes of optical circuit
switching and optical packet switching. Since bursts may
be large, they can easily overload a link if bandwidth reser-
vations are not made for them in advance. Grids introduce
new ways to share storage, computing resources, and
instruments across geographically separated sites. Typical
computations on Grids result in large data transfers among
the different sites. This would overload the network unless
advance reservations are employed. Moreover, advance
reservations in Grids extend the network and include other
types of resources, such as computing power, storage, etc.

We propose a multicost algorithm for routing and time
scheduling connections with flexible (unspecified) starting
time that fall in the UTSD and UTUD categories defined
above. The algorithm is based on the time discretization
of the capacity utilization profiles of the links, a data struc-
ture introduced in [5], which can be used to keep track of
the capacity reservations. The algorithm is evaluated
through simulations in an Optical Burst Switched network
(where a burst can be viewed as a ‘small’ connection re-
quest) but this does not limit its applicability. We also give
examples of the application of our algorithms in a Wave-
length Division Multiplexing (WDM) environment that
employs no or full wavelength conversion capabilities.

The proposed multicost algorithm selects the path to be
followed by a connection and the time instant the connec-
tion should start transmission so as to minimize the data
reception delay, or some other performance criterion. The
criterion to be optimized is left flexible until the end of
the algorithm and may depend on the user’s QoS require-
ments. The algorithm makes its decisions based on net-
work utilization information available at the source at
the time it is executed and thus falls under the general cat-
egory of feedback-based algorithms. It is worth noting that
the proposed algorithm is designed to be employed in a
distributed architecture but can be easily extended to
function in a centralized manner.

The proposed algorithm consists of two phases: it first
computes a set of candidate non-dominated paths, Pn-d,
for the given source–destination pair. More specifically,
we will say, for the purposes of this paper, that a path p1

dominates another path p2 for a given request if the propa-
gation delay of p1 is smaller than that of p2, and also path p1

is available for scheduling the connection (at least) at all
time intervals at which path p2 is available. After the set
of non-dominated paths has been calculated, the routing
and time scheduling decision is made based on the connec-
tion’s parameters and QoS requirements. For example, if
the duration of the connection is known, it is easy to find
from the set of non-dominated paths the path resulting in
the minimum reception time of the data at the destination.

A serious drawback of the algorithm outlined above is
that the number of non-dominated paths may be exponen-
tial, and the algorithm is not guaranteed to finish in polyno-
mial-time. This was expected since even versions of the
scheduling problem simpler than the one considered in this
paper are NP-hard. To obtain polynomial-time algorithms,
we use two mechanisms to prune the set of candidate
paths. For the first mechanism we define a pseudo-domina-
tion relationship between paths. Based on this relationship,
a set Pn-ps-d � Pn-d of non-pseudo-dominated paths is calcu-
lated, by killing pseudo-dominated paths, and the path
from this set that minimizes the data reception time at
the destination is selected. Although this set is not guaran-
teed to always contain the optimum path, our performance
results indicate that by appropriate choosing the pseudo-
domination relationship we can obtain performance that
is very close to that of the optimal multicost algorithm.
The second mechanism is a branch-and-bound alteration
to the optimal algorithm, which assumes that we know in
advance the criterion to be optimized. If, for example, we
want to minimize the data reception time at the destina-
tion, we bound the reception time and prune a candidate
path if the best-case reception times of the path extensions
would be inferior. In this way, we do not loose the optimum
solution for the specific optimization function.

We use simulations to evaluate the performance of the
optimal multicost routing and scheduling algorithm, the
pseudo-domination polynomial-time heuristic variation
and the branch-and-bound algorithm for an OBS network.
We compare it to that of a typical Dijkstra shortest path
algorithm and a Dijkstra shortest path with Collision
Avoidance algorithm. Our results show that the proposed
multicost algorithm and its polynomial-time variations
can lead to significant improvements in the average
end-to-end delay experienced by the bursts. The optimal
multicost algorithm outperforms all other examined
algorithms, but requires the highest number of operations.
The number of searched paths and the number of
operations required are reduced by employing the
branch-and-bound mechanism, without loosing the opti-
mal solution for the specific optimization function. The
polynomial-time heuristic variations of the multicost algo-
rithm also have performance close to that of the optimal
algorithm, while maintaining the number of operations at
low levels. We also verify that the performance improve-
ments obtained by using our proposed schemes are more
significant when the network propagation delays are small,
a typical characteristic of feedback-based algorithms.
Finally, we look at the effect the link-state update mecha-
nism has on the performance of the algorithms examined.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we report on previous work. In Section 3 we pres-
ent several useful formats for recording the utilization pro-
file of a link and give examples of networks that can use
these data structures. In Section 4 we describe the routing
and scheduling problem under consideration. In Section 5
we present the multicost routing framework. We describe
an algorithm for finding the set of non-dominated paths
and present an algorithm for obtaining the best path and
the starting time of the reservation. In Section 6 we present
two mechanisms to appropriately prune the paths in order
to find multicost routing and scheduling algorithms that
are of polynomial complexity. Section 7 presents the per-
formance results for the algorithms proposed in Sections
5 and 6 in an Optical Burst Switched network. Our
conclusions follow in Section 8.
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2. Related work

The topic of advance reservations in traditional and in
high-speed networks has been extensively examined. Late-
ly, research efforts in the areas of Optical Burst Switching
(OBS) and Grid computing have examined advance reser-
vations in different contexts.

In [12] the authors describe a model for resource reser-
vations in advance and discuss issues that must be re-
solved in this context. The requirements of the users in a
distributed advance reservation environment are dis-
cussed in [13]. The proposed design is implemented in
the Tenet 2 Protocol suite. In [14] the authors discuss
how to provide advance reservations on top of RSVP. The
authors in [15] propose an architecture where users can
make advance reservations through agents who know the
topology and the static link capacities, and thus can select
suitable routes to reserve the resources in advance. An Effi-
cient Reservation Virtual Circuit (ERVC) protocol for high-
speed networks that uses advance and timed reservations
is proposed in [5].

However, the above references mainly address signaling
protocols for advance reservations, or they focus on the
case where the starting times of the reservations are fixed.
The authors in [16] first introduced the concept of advance
reservation scheduling and advance-reservation aware
routing algorithms, which is the problem that we address
in this paper. More specifically, [16] proposed several algo-
rithms for advance reservations when the starting times
are specified or are flexible. The computational complexity
of these algorithms is also discussed. Advance reservations
as part of a Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA)
problem in WDM networks is examined in [10], where var-
ious algorithms for requests with flexible starting times are
described. In [11], the architecture and the implementation
of a coordinated intra- and inter-domain control plane
capable of flexible advance reservations are presented.

An interesting type of networks where our multicost
routing and scheduling algorithm are directly applicable
are Optical Burst Switched networks. In OBS networks, in-
gress nodes assemble data packets destined for the same
node and having the same QoS requirements into bursts.
When a burst is completed, the ingress node sends out a
control packet to the egress node to setup the Label
Switched Path (LSP) to be followed and reserve bandwidth
for the burst to be transmitted.

Signaling protocols proposed so far for OBS networks
can be categorized into two main classes: two-way (tell-
and-wait) and one-way (tell-and-go) protocols. In tell-
and-go protocols, a control packet (called Burst Control
Header or BCH) is usually sent out-of-band and leads the
burst by a small ‘‘Time Offset”. The BCH packet contains
information on the burst duration and reserves, at each
intermediate link, the requested bandwidth for the burst
that follows shortly after it. If the reservation at an inter-
mediate node cannot be performed the burst is discarded,
assuming there are no Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs) to store it.
On the other hand, in tell-and-wait protocols, an end-to-
end connection is fully established before the transmission
of the burst can start, and ACK/REJ packets are utilized so
as to inform the source for the reservation. An example
of a tell-and-wait protocol is the Efficient Reservation Vir-
tual Circuit (ERVC) protocol [5], while recent research ef-
forts include the WR-OBS [18] and the Efficient Burst
Reservation Protocol (EBRP) [19]. One-way reservation
schemes have also received increasing attention. The
Ready-to-Go Virtual Circuit (RGVC) protocol [17] is an
early attempt for a one-way reservation scheme in optical
networks. The Horizon [6], the Just Enough Time (JET) [4],
and the Just In Time (JIT) [20] are also one way protocols. A
key problem in OBS networks is the design of efficient
algorithms for scheduling bursts to the optical channels.
Channel scheduling algorithms can be classified into two
categories: with [21] and without void filling [6]. In our
work we are mostly interested in algorithms that incorpo-
rate void filing.

In OBS networks, a burst transmission request can be
viewed as a connection that requires an advance reserva-
tion with an unspecified starting time and a specified dura-
tion (UTSD). The starting time of the transmission (Time
Offset) is calculated by taking into account the protocol
used (one- or two-way) and the number of hops. The time
offset can also be chosen so as to provide QoS differentia-
tion, as in [22], where a high loss priority class is given a
larger extra offset time in order to make earlier wavelength
reservation than lower priority classes. The choice of the
offsets is further examined in [23], where an adaptive
scheme that depends on the utilization of the links and
the burst losses in the core is proposed. In [24] a dynamic
Wavelength Routed OBS architecture is introduced, in
which centralized control is employed to provide resource
reservation efficiency, low delay, and QoS differentiation.

Grids introduce new ways to share resources across
geographically separated sites by establishing a global re-
source management architecture. The efficiency of a Grid
system depends on the development of sophisticated re-
source management schemes capable of allocating re-
sources to users based on their QoS requirements.
Advance reservations in this context involve the ability of
the scheduler to guarantee the availability (of any kind)
of resources at a particular time in the future. The Globus
Architecture for Reservation and Allocation (GARA) [9] is
a framework for advance reservations that treats in a uni-
form way various types of resources, such as communica-
tion, computation, and storage resources. Although GARA
has gained popularity in the Grid community, its limita-
tions in coping with current application requirements
and technologies led to the proposal of the Grid Quality
of Service Management (G-QoSm) framework [25]. Re-
source Brokers and algorithms that support advance reser-
vations are discussed in [26–28].

We must note here that the multicost algorithmic ap-
proach proposed in the present paper is rather different
than the multiconstrained algorithmic approaches used
in other works for different problems. Multiconstrained
algorithms solve problems in subsets of the solution space
considered by multicost algorithms [29]. In the related lit-
erature, multiconstrained algorithms have mainly been
used for QoS routing problems. In [30] the authors proved
that QoS routing with QoS parameters being the band-
width and the delay is not NP-complete. The authors in
[31] considered the problem of finding multiple shortest
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paths satisfying the constraints. Heuristic algorithms for
the restricted shortest path (RSP) problem with parameters
being the delay and the cost, proven to be NP-complete,
have been examined in [32,33]. The general Multicon-
strained Path Problem (MCP) is discussed in [34–37],
where heuristic algorithms are also proposed. To the best
of our knowledge, the present work is the first time a mul-
ticost algorithm is used to address a scheduling problem.
To this end, temporal information in the form of quantized
utilization profiles, as described in the next section, is in-
cluded in the multicost formulation, and appropriate oper-
ations such as addition and domination are defined in this
context.
3. Link utilization profiles

In a network that employs advance reservations, each
node needs to keep a record of the capacity reserved on
its outgoing links, as a function of time, in order to perform
channel scheduling and reservation. Assuming that each
connection reserves a constant amount of bandwidth for
a given time duration, the utilization profile Ul(t) of a link
l is a stepwise function with discontinuities at the points
where reservations begin or end, and is updated dynami-
cally with the admission of each new reservation. We de-
fine the capacity availability profile of link l of capacity Cl

as Cl(t) = Cl � Ul(t). Since, a source trying to route a connec-
tion of rate r is only interested in time periods at which
Cl(t) > r, we also define the r-capacity–availability profile
Cl(t;r) of link l as the binary function Cl(t;r) = 1 if Cl(t) P r
and Cl(t;r) = 0, otherwise.

Since the duration of the connections that pass through
a link and the link propagation delays are arbitrary, the
time intervals during which the requested bandwidth r is
available and the times at which these intervals start and
finish are also arbitrary. In order to obtain from the r-
capacity availability profile Cl(t;r) of link l a data structure
that is easier to handle in an algorithm, we discretize it in
time steps (or slots) of duration s to obtain the binary r-
capacity availability vector bClðrÞ, abbreviated CAV, as the
vector whose k-th entry is

bClðrÞ
n o

k
¼

1; if Clðt; rÞ ¼ 1; for allðk� 1Þs 6 t 6 ks
0; otherwise:

� �
;

k ¼ 1; . . . ;u:

In Fig. 1 we illustrate the link utilization profiles.
The discretization of the time axis in steps of duration s

results in some loss of information (unless all connection
durations and network propagation delays are multiples
of s). If D is the maximum allowable delay for a connection
we wish to route, we are only interested in values of Cl(t;r)
before time D from the present time, or, equivalently, we
can assume that the binary r-capacity availability vectorbCl(t;r) has u = dD/se entries. In any case, the choice of the
discretization step s provides a tradeoff between the re-
quired accuracy – efficiency, since it determines the size
of the binary utilization vectors and the processing
overhead.

The data structures defined above can be useful in a
number of network settings. For example, in an optical
WDM network with full wavelength conversion and
wwavelengths per link, each of capacity C, the capacity of
a link l is Cl = w � C. A connection that wants to reserve k
wavelengths, 1 6 k 6w, has requested rate r = k � C. If we
can find a path of available capacity at least r then the con-
nection can be established (since we assume full wave-
length conversion capabilities). Therefore, the r-capacity
availability profile Cl(t;r) and the r-capacity availability vec-
tor bClðrÞ can be used in this kind of network with the differ-
ence that Cl(t;r) then takes w discrete values. If no
wavelength converters are available, each link needs to
keep track of the utilization profile of each of its w wave-
lengths separately. Thus a node has to maintain w binary
(a wavelength can be reserved or not for a given time) uti-
lization profiles for each outgoing link. In that case, where
wavelength conversion is not available, the network can be
viewed as w ‘‘parallel” networks, each having a single
wavelength. The profiles Cl(t;k) and bClðkÞ can then be used
for each wavelength k (equivalently, for each parallel net-
work) and the dependence on r is no longer present. The
case of Optical Burst Switched networks falls in one of
the two aforementioned categories.

The algorithms that we will propose can be used in any
network that supports advance reservations and for which
we can convert its link utilization profiles to a binary vec-
tor such as bClðrÞ. They can also be used in the case where
the network can be viewed as consisting of w parallel net-
works (like the WDM network with no wavelength conver-
sion, described above), each characterized by a set of
binary link utilization profiles. In that case we have to
run the algorithm for obtaining the set of non-dominated
paths (Section 5.1) w times (once for each parallel net-
work) and then choose the solution that satisfies our
requirements among all these sets.

In order to simplify notation, in the remainder of the pa-
per and when no confusion can arise, we will denote the
profiles Cl(t;r) and bClðrÞ of a link l by C(t) and bC , respec-
tively, suppressing the dependence on l and r.
4. The routing and scheduling problem under
consideration

The routing and time scheduling problem in a network
that supports advance reservations is defined as follows.
We are given a network with linksl of known propagation
delays dl, and a source node S that wishes to reserve a cer-
tain amount of bandwidth r, for a given duration B, to serve
a connection to a specific destination (egress) node E. If the
duration is not known in advance we have B =1. We are
also given the utilization profiles Ul(t), or equivalently the
capacity–availability profiles Cl(t) of all links l. We also as-
sume that there is an upper bound D on the maximum de-
lay the connection can tolerate, which corresponds to the
latest time by which the last bit of the data to be trans-
ferred by the connection must have arrived at the destina-
tion; if this deadline parameter cannot be met, the request
should be rejected. Even when there is no limit D on the
maximum allowable delay, we can still assume that the
dimension u of the capacity availability vectors is finite,
corresponding to the latest time (relative to the present
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time) for which reservations have been made on the net-
work links plus the connection duration. Given this infor-
mation, we want to find a feasible path to route the
connection and the time at which the connection should
start so as to optimize some performance criterion, such
as the number of hops, or the propagation delay, or the
data reception time at the destination. Fig. 2 presents an
instance of the problem.
Fig. 1. The capacity availability profile C l(t), the r-capacity availability profile C
capacity Cl when the rate requested by the connection is r and the discretizatio

Fig. 2. A connection requesting capacity r for duration B arrives at node S with
s-time units in the figure) and its binary r-capacity availability vector.
After choosing the best available path, a tell-and-go or a
tell-and-wait scheme is used to establish the connection
and reserve the requested capacity. In either case the con-
nection may fail since the utilization profile at some inter-
mediate link may have changed by the time the setup
packet arrives at that link. This is a problem that cannot
be avoided by any routing and scheduling algorithm in a
network that has nonzero propagation delays. However,
l(t;r), and the binary r-capacity availability vector bClðrÞ of a given link l of
n step is s.

destination node E. Each link is characterized by its propagation delay (in
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the performance results will show that even when our pro-
posed feedback-based algorithms use somewhat outdated
information at the source, the connection blocking proba-
bility will be substantially smaller than when using an
algorithm that does not consider link utilization
information.

4.1. Binary capacity availability vector of a path

Assuming routing decisions are made at the sources
(source routing), the binary capacity availability vectors
of all network links should be gathered continuously at
all nodes, over a network control plane that must exist,
in order to be used for routing and scheduling by the
source nodes.

In the example presented in Fig. 2, consider a path pSBE,
where S is the source and E is the destination node, and letbCSB ¼ ðc1;SB; c2;SB; . . . ; cu;SBÞ and bCBE ¼ ðc1;BE; c2;BE; . . . ; cu;BEÞ be
the binary capacity availability vectors of links lSB and
lBE, respectively. In order to compute the capacity avail-
ability vector (CAV) of path pSBE, we first gather the CAVs
of the links that comprise it to the source node S. The
CAV bCSB is maintained at node S, so only bCBE has to be
transmitted from node B to node S. Upon its arrival at S,bCBE is left shifted by dSB bits (propagation delay of link
lSB in s-time units) to purge utilization information that
corresponds to time periods that have already expired,
obtaining in this way bCBEðSÞ. More formally,bCBEðSÞ ¼ LSHdSB

ðbC BEÞ where LSHdSB
is the left-shifting oper-

ation. We then shift the resulting CAV by a further dSB

positions to the left to take into account the propagation
delay that any data sent from Swill suffer in order to reach
node B (assuming the propagation delay of each link is the
same in both directions). We finally execute a bitwise
Boolean AND operation, denoted by ‘‘&”, among the CAVs
in order to compute the binary utilization vector of path
pSBE. Fig. 3 illustrates the procedure for finding bCSBE from
the CAVs bCSB, bCBE of links lSB and lBE and the propagation
delay dSB of link lSB.

More formally, the CAV of a path can be obtained
from the CAVs of the links that comprise it using the asso-
ciative operator � between binary vectors defined as
follows:
Fig. 3. Calculation of the path capacity availability vector bCSBE . bC BE is shifted by
operation is applied.
bC SBE ¼ bCSB � bCBE ¼ bCSB&LSHdSB
ðbCBEðSÞÞ ¼ bCSB&LSH2dSB

ðbC BEÞ:
ð1Þ

Note that if node S transmits data at the s-time intervals
indicated by 1’s in the binary capacity availability vectorbCSBE of path pSBE, the data are guaranteed (if no reservations
are performed in the meantime at the intermediate nodes)
to find available capacity when they arrive at all interme-
diate links of the path. This procedure can be extended
so as to compute paths with more than two hops. Each
time we extend a path by adding a new link we should
left-shift its CAV by a number of positions (s-time units)
equal to twice the delay of the previous path (previously
added links); shifting by one propagation delay purges out-
dated information and shifting by one more propagation
delay accounts for the forward propagation delay.

5. Multicost routing and scheduling connections

In what follows we present a multicost routing and
scheduling algorithm for networks that use timed and in
advance reservations. In multicost routing [29], each link
l is assigned a vector Vl of cost parameters, as opposed to
the scalar cost parameter assigned in single-cost routing.
In our initial formulation, the cost parameters of a link l in-
clude the propagation delay dl of the link and its binary
capacity availability vector bCl, that is,

Vl ¼ ðdl; bC lÞ ¼ ðdl;c1;l; c2;l; . . . ; cu;lÞ;

but they may also include other parameters of interest
(such as the number of hops, or the capacity availability
profile instead of the binary capacity availability vector,
or some other parameters). A cost vector can then be de-
fined for a path pconsisting of links 1, 2, . . . ,k, based on
the cost vectors of its links, according to

VðpÞ ¼ �l2pVl ¼
def X

l2p

dl;�l2p
bCl

 !
; ð2Þ

where � is the associative operator defined in Eq. (1).
We will say that a path p1 dominates another path p2 for a

given connection and a given source–destination pair if the
propagation delay of p1 is smaller than that of p2, and also
2 � dSB = 4 s-time units (dSB = 2 in this example), before the Boolean AND
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path p1 is available for scheduling the connection (at least)
at all time intervals at which path p2 is available. Formally:

p1 dominates p2ðnotation : p1 > p2Þ iffX
l2p1

dl <
X
l2p2

dl and �l2p1
bCl P �l2p2

bCl; ð3Þ

where the vector inequality ‘‘P” should be interpreted
component wise. The set of non-dominated paths Pn-d for
a given connection and source–destination pair is then de-
fined as the set of paths with the property that no path in
Pn-d dominates another path in Pn-d.

The routing and scheduling algorithm we propose con-
sists of two phases: given a source–destination pair (S and
E, respectively), the set Pn-d of non-dominated paths be-
tween them is calculated first, and then an optimization
function f(V(p)) is applied to the cost vector of each path
p 2 Pn-d to select the optimal one. Following the routing
decision, a tell-and-wait or a tell-and-go protocol is finally
used to establish the connection and reserve the requested
capacity.

5.1. Algorithm for computing the set Pn-d of non-dominated
paths

In this section we present an algorithm for obtaining the
set Pn-d of non-dominated paths from a given source node S
to a given destination node E. The algorithm computes the
non-dominated paths from the source to all network nodes
(including, of course, E) and can be viewed as a generaliza-
tion of Dijkstra’s algorithm that only considers scalar link
costs. The basic difference with Dijkstra’s algorithm is that
instead of a single path, a set of non-dominated paths be-
tween the origin and each node is obtained. Thus a node
for which one path has already been found is not finalized
(as in the simple Dijkstra case) since we can find more
‘‘non-dominated” paths to that node later.

The algorithm to obtain the set of non-dominated paths
between an origin node and all other nodes of the network
is now formally described for the case where the link cost
vectors consist of one additive parameter (delay or number
of hops), and the binary capacity availability vector of the
link.

We denote by Vl the cost vector of link l. Each path is
represented by a label that includes the cost vector
associated with it and the first hop to the source using that
path. The source that serves the connection is taken to be
node S.

We let Wi be the set of labels of the paths from node S to
a node ni, and W ¼ [ni 6¼SWi be the set of all labels. Initially,
every node has a single label corresponding to the link (if
any) that connects it directly to the origin node. In each
subsequent step, the algorithm marks labels (equivalently
paths) from the set W as final. We let Wf �W be the subset
of all final labels for all the nodes, and Wf

i �Wi be the set
of final labels for node ni. We also let T be the set of nodes
with at least one final label. The algorithm can now be de-
scribed as follows:

Step 0 (Initialization): W ¼ fVp1
;Vp2

; . . . ;VpN
g;Wf ¼ fg;

T ¼ fg, where Vpi
is the label of the path pi (if any)

leading directly from node S to node ni.
Step 1 (Choosing the optimum label): The label of path p
whose cost vector minimizes the additive component
is chosen. In case of a tie, we look at the second com-
ponent, which is the binary capacity availability vec-
tor, and a dominant one is chosen. If Vpi

is the cost
vector of the chosen label and ni is the node to which
it leads, then the following updates are performed:
Wf
i ¼Wf

i [ fVpi
g; Wf ¼Wf [ fVpi

g; T ¼ T [ fnig:
Step 2 (Obtaining the new labels): The neighbors of node ni,
which may or may not belong to the set T, are now
considered and are given new labels (except for the
origin node and the node specified as the previous
node in the label). The new label for the path pj leading
to the neighbor nj of node ni by extending the path pi

through the link l = (ni, nj) is then computed as follows.
The new cost vector is updated according to
V 0pj
¼ Vpi

� Vl where Vl is the label of link l = (ni, nj),
and ‘‘�” represents the operation defined in Eq. (2).

Step 3 (Discarding dominated paths): Each neighbor consid-
ered in step 2 compares its new label with its previous
labels using the domination relation of Eq. (3). Let nj

be one of the neighbors of node ni, V 0pj
the new label

obtained from step 2 and Wj be the set of labels for this
node. The new label has to be compared with the
labels Vpj

2Wj (both final and non-final). If any cost
vector in Wj dominates V 0pj

, then V 0pj
is discarded and

Wj does not change. If the new cost vector V 0pj
is not

dominated by any of the vectors in Wj, then V 0pj
is

added to the set Wj and W, so that Wj ¼Wj [ fV 0pj
g

and W ¼W [ fV 0pj
g. If the new vector dominates one

of the vectors in Wj, then Wj and W are updated by
eliminating the dominated vectors and adding the
new vector V 0pj

. Note that it is not possible for the
new vector to dominate an existing vector and be
dominated by another one at the same time.

Step 4 (Termination): If after an iteration the set Wf is equal
to W, the algorithm is completed. Otherwise (when
there are still some labels to be chosen), we go back
to Step 1.

The set Pn-d of non-dominated paths from the given
source S to the given destination node E is the final set Wf

E.
The pseudo-code of the algorithm described in this sec-

tion is given in Appendix A.
A serious drawback of the algorithm described above is

that the number of non-dominated paths may be exponen-
tial, and the algorithm is not guaranteed to finish in poly-
nomial-time. This was expected since versions of the
scheduling problem even simpler than the one considered
in this paper are NP-hard. In Section 6 we propose polyno-
mial-time heuristic algorithms that have performance
close to that of the optimal algorithm.

5.2. Choosing the optimal paths to schedule the connection

In the previous paragraph we obtained the set Pn-d of
non-dominated paths from the given source node S to
the given destination node E. Each path in the set
Pn-d = {p1, p2, . . . ,pk} of non-dominated paths comes with
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a cost vector, consisting of its propagation delay in s-time
units and its CAV (Fig. 4). In the second phase of the algo-
rithm we apply an optimization function f(V(p)) to the cost
vector of each path p 2 Pn-d to select the optimal path. This
optimization function depends on the duration and QoS
requirements of the connection and on the reservation
protocol (tell-and-go or tell-and-wait) to be used for estab-
lishing the connection. For example, if a tell-and-wait pro-
tocol is used, which requires a pre-transmission delay
equal to an end-to-end roundtrip delay TRTT (measured in
s-slots), the optimization function should not depend on
the first TRTT entries of the path’s CAV.

In general, the optimization function f(V(p)) applied
to the cost vector of a path to compute the final (scalar)
path cost has to be monotonic in each of the cost com-
ponents. For example, it is natural to assume that it is
increasing with respect to delay, decreasing with respect
to capacity, decreasing with increased capacity availabil-
ity (as expressed by the CAV), etc. Each component of
the path cost vector is characterized by the way it is ob-
tained from the links’ cost vector components (e.g., addi-
tion for the delay dl, or � for the capacity availability
vector bC l of link l) and also by the optimization criterion
that has to be applied to it (e.g., minimization, in the
case of the delay, which in all practical cases has to
be minimized, or maximization in the case of capacity,
etc.).

Assuming that we want to serve a connection request of
duration b (in s-time units) from source to destination
using a tell-and-go connection establishment scheme, the
following process is used to select the best path from the
k non-dominated paths that have been found between
them:

Step I: For the capacity availability vector bCp of each non-
dominated path p we calculate the first position Rp

(b) after which bCp has b consecutive ones. In other
words, Rp(b) is the earliest time at which the data
of a connection with duration b can start transmis-
sion on path p.

Step II: We can use one the following alternative algorithms
to select the path to route the connection:
Fig. 4. The set of the non-dominated paths between
Step IIa: Minimum reception time algorithmSelect the path p
that minimizes the reception time, defined as the
time the last bit of the connection reaches the
destination:
the sou
dp þ RpðbÞ þ b;

where dp is the propagation delay of path p in s-slots.
If the minimum reception time is larger than the
maximum allowable delay D (Section 3), then the
connection is not served (rejected).
Step IIb: Minimum propagation delay algorithmAmong the
paths p with reception time dp + Rp(b) + b choose
the one that has the smallest propagation delay dp.

Step IIc: Minimum hop algorithmBy extending the algorithm
given in Section 5.1 in a straight-forward way, we
can include in the cost vector of a path, in addition
to its propagation delay and CAV, the number of hops
of the path. In this case, we can choose among the
paths p that have reception time dp + Rp(b) + b the
one that uses the minimum number of hops hp.

Step III: Updating the CAV of the chosen pathHaving chosen
the path to schedule the connection, the next step is
to update the CAVs by converting the ones in the
appropriate positions of the CAV to zeros (meaning
capacity is no longer available at the corresponding
time periods).

Step IV: Sending the link-state updates to the other nodes

Since ingress nodes need to use link-state information
to compute the non-dominated paths, link-state update
packets should be sent to the other source nodes whenever
the CAV of a link changes (see Section 5.3).

For the purpose of being specific, the optimization func-
tion we use in the rest of this paper is the one that selects
the path that leads to the minimum reception time of the
data of the connection at the destination, that is, we use
Step IIa.

The procedure described above assumes a tell-and-go
connection establishment protocol. If a tell-and-wait pro-
tocol is used instead, we simply have to redefine Rp(b) as
the first position after 2 � dp (the round trip propagation de-
lay of path p) after which bCp has b consecutive ones.
rce node S and the destination node E.
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The pseudo-code of the algorithm described in this sec-
tion is given in Appendix B.

5.3. Link-state update mechanisms

We distinguish two cases regarding the way the link-
state updates are made, to be referred to as update-upon-
reservation and update-upon-selection. We assume that
the chosen path is p = {n0, n1, . . . ,nh}, where n0 � S and
nh � E.

In the update-upon-reservation approach the updates
are performed during the setup process. An intermediate
node ni 2 p that receives a setup packet checks if it can
schedule the connection on the requested link l = (ni, ni+1)
for the desired time interval. If this is feasible, the reserva-
tion information is communicated from node ni to all
source nodes to whom it may be useful. More precisely,
an update control packet is sent from node ni to every node
n for which we have

2 � dni ;n 6 RpðbÞ þ b; ð4Þ

where dni ;n is the shortest path delay from node ni to node n
(in s-slots), Rp(b) is the time after which the connection is
scheduled to start at the source S (defined in Step I of Sec-
tion 5.2) and b is the connection duration in time slots.

In the update-upon-selection approach, the link update
packets are transmitted by the source S as soon as the
selection of the path to be followed has been made. More
precisely, S sends an update message to node n to inform
it that the links (ni, ni+1), i = 0, . . .,h � 1, will be reserved
for the time intervals ½dp

S;ni
þ RpðbÞ; dp

S;ni
þ RpðbÞ þ b	;

i ¼ 0; . . . ; h� 1, respectively, if

2 � dS;n 6 dp
S;ni
þ RpðbÞ þ b; ð5Þ

where dp
S;ni

is the delay to reach intermediate node ni over
the chosen path p in s-slots:

dp
S;ni
¼
Xi�1

k¼0

dnk ;nkþ1
:

Source S does not send a separate message to node nfor
every link (ni, ni+1) that satisfies Eq. (5), but collects the cor-
responding updates and transmits them in a single packet
to keep the control overhead low.

As mentioned earlier, the connection setup process may
fail if the utilization profile at an intermediate link l = (ni,
ni+1) has changed by the time the setup packet arrives at
ni. In case of a rejection and assuming the update-upon-
selection technique is used, node ni has to inform other
nodes about the cancellation of the reservations over the
remaining path. Moreover, a REJ packet is forwarded up-
stream on the path to cancel the reservations made and in-
form other nodes for this cancellation (using the dual of
the update-upon-reservationprocess).

5.4. Synchronization of link utilization profiles

The proposed multicost algorithm is sensitive to syn-
chronization errors between the link profiles, in which case
the data arriving at a node may find the capacity reserved
for them occupied by a different session. Such errors may
be due to inaccuracies with which link lengths are known,
the quantization of time (Section 3), and uncertainties in
the corresponding propagation delays due to temperature
variations. Synchronization has been a key issue in various
kinds of networks, such as TDM, packet-based communica-
tion, etc., and various time standards have been proposed
for such networks. With GPS, time accuracy on the order
of half microsecond from UTC is easily achievable. For
the proposed algorithm, apart from using synchronization
techniques between the switches, guardbands can be also
employed. For example if a connection request is of size
b slots, the proposed algorithm could be used to search
for the scheduling of a connection with b + g size, where
g is the quardband in slots. The value of g can then be cho-
sen according to the expected lack of synchronization and
timing uncertainties, with the tradeoff of wasting network
capacity when using large values of g. However, even with
g = 1 slot, the synchronization between the nodes can devi-
ate up to s/2 (where s is the time slot duration), which is
acceptable for s in the order of tens of ls.

6. Polynomial-time algorithms

6.1. Polynomial-time algorithm for computing the set of non-
pseudo-dominated paths

The basic idea in the polynomial-time algorithms we
will propose in this section is the following. We define a
pseudo-domination relationship >ps between paths, which
has weaker requirement than the domination relationship
> defined in Eq. (3), in the sense that two paths may not
dominate each other with respect to the > relationship,
but one of them may dominate the other with respect to
the >ps relationship. This pseudo-domination relationship
can be used in step 3 of the multicost routing algorithm
of Section 5.1 to prune (kill) paths, yielding a set Pn-ps-d�
Pn-d of non-pseudo-dominated paths that has considerably
smaller (polynomial) cardinality than Pn-d. One of the algo-
rithms given in Section 5.2 can then be applied to the paths
in Pn-ps-d. The chosen path is not guaranteed to be the opti-
mal one over all paths, but it is often a good path, as our
performance results indicate, provided that the pseudo-
domination relationship >ps is defined wisely, so as not to
eliminate good paths.

To be more specific, we define two new metrics for a
link l. The first metric is called the slot availability weight

wl ¼ weightðbC lÞ;

where the weight() of a binary vector represents the total
number of 1’s in the vector.

The second metric is the b-consecutive slot availability of
a link l, denoted by Ll(b, bCl), defined as the total number of
runs of consecutive 1’s in bCl that have length equal to the
connection duration b.

For example, if the CAV of a linkl is the vectorbCl ¼ ð00111101001100011100011Þ;

we have wl = 12, Ll(3, bCl)=3, Ll(2,bCl) = 7.
In the following we present two polynomial-time heu-

ristic variations of the optimal multicost algorithm of Sec-
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tion 5 that use different pseudo-domination relationships
to prune the set of candidate paths, based on the slot avail-
ability weight and the b-consecutive slot availability metrics.
Note that the path capacity availability vectors are still
maintained by the algorithms and combined with the asso-
ciative operator � given in Eq. (1), but the domination rela-
tion used to prune the paths is changed.

1. Availability weighting algorithm
The algorithm is similar to the one in Section 5.1, but
the pseudo-domination relation used to prune paths is
defined as

p1 pseudo-dominates p2ðp1>psp2ÞiffX
l2p1

dl <
X
l2p2

dl and weightð�l2p2
bClÞ 6 weight ð�l2p1

bClÞ

ð6Þ

A set of pseudo-non-dominated paths can be found for
each source–destination pair. The procedure of Section
5.2 is then used to find the path that minimizes the
reception time of the data at the destination, or some
other minimization criterion.

2. b-consecutive slot availability algorithm
The algorithm is similar to the one in Section 5.1, but
the pseudo-domination relation used to prune paths is
defined as

p1 pseudo-dominates p2ðp1>psp2Þ iffX
l2p1

dl <
X
l2p2

dl and Lðb;�l2p2
bClÞ 6 Lðb;�l2p1

bC lÞ ð7Þ
These pseudo-domination relationships transform the
cost vector of a link into a cost vector with 2 costs. The first
cost is the delay of the link which is an additive float cost,
while the second cost is the availability weight (or the b-
consecutive slot availability) of the link which is a concave
bounded integer. The upper bound of the integer second
cost is the size of the link vector u. A cost vector with these
2 costs results in a polynomial-time problem as proven in
[30] and also used in [34]. More specifically, for a given va-
lue of the integer cost, there can be only one non-pseudo-
dominated path between a source–destination pair, the
one with the smallest delay. Since the integer cost can take
values at the most equal to the dimension u of the link vec-
tor, this is the upper limit on the number of non-pseudo-
dominated paths per source–destination pair, which is
polynomial in u and clearly do not depend on the network
size. Moreover, if the hop count is included in the cost vec-
tor (and the pseudo-domination relationships above are
appropriately modified), an upper bound on the number
of computed paths per node is u � (N � 1), where N is the
number of network nodes (also an upper bound on the
hop count of acyclic paths), which is again polynomial in
u. Assuming the general case where the size of the problem
is proportional to u (link utilization profiles are part of the
problem and generally require O(u) bits to record), this
corresponds to a polynomial-time algorithm. If the link uti-
lization profiles can be recorded in less than o(u) bits (that
is, if they are sparse and encodings that use less than o(u)
bits can be found), then the algorithm even though polyno-
mial in u, may not be polynomial in the size of the problem.
6.2. Branch-and-bound: Discard paths by considering the
optimization function

In this section we describe a way to reduce the search
space of possible paths using a branch-and-bound version
of the optimal algorithm. It is important to note that the
optimal algorithm of Section 5, as well as the polyno-
mial-time heuristics of Section 6.1, do not assume a spe-
cific optimization function for choosing the optimal path,
until the very end; any optimization function (which,
importantly, can be different for different connections,
depending on their QoS requirements, or other factors)
can be used in the second phase of the algorithm, after
the set of non-dominated (or non-pseudo-dominated)
paths have been found. In contrast, the branch-and-bound
mechanism described in the current section assumes that
the optimization function to be applied is known a priori,
and improves the execution time and complexity of the
algorithm by using the current best value of the optimiza-
tion function to kill paths that, if expanded, would lead to
worse cost. For the sake of being specific we will assume
that the optimization function is the one minimizing the
data reception time at the destination.

We modify the algorithm of Section 5.1 for computing
the set of non-dominated paths Pn-d. We start by bound-
ing the data reception time at the destination by comput-
ing the reception time over the Dijkstra’s shortest path
pS,E from source node S to destination node E, which is gi-
ven by B* = dpS;E

+ RpS;E
(b) + b (as in step IIa of Section 5.2).

We can now discard a path pi that ends at node ni (even
if ni6¼E), if by extending path pi using the Dijkstra’s shortest
path from ni to E (with delay dni ;E) and assuming this path is
also free of reservations (‘‘best-case”), the earliest recep-
tion time is larger than B*. Formally:

Discard pi if dpi
þ dni ;E þ Rpi

ðbÞ þ b P B


If we find a path pi ending at destination node Ewith recep-
tion time smaller than the current value of B*, we replace B*

with this new value. Since the optimization criterion we
use is the one minimizing the data reception time at the
destination, when the algorithm finishes, the optimum
path will be the one that caused the last update of B*.

By initially bounding the total delay by B* = dpS;E
þ RpS;E

(b) + b, the paths that we examine are those with R(b)
smaller than RpS;E

(b), since their delays are at least as large
as the shortest path delay. Since R(b) is integer and less
than u, the number of non-dominated paths between the
given source–destination pair can be at the most u, which
does not depend on the network size. Therefore, with the
branch-and-bound extension we have a polynomial-time
algorithm, for this specific optimization function. Note that
for the specific optimization function we do not lose opti-
mality, as might happen with the heuristic variations of
Section 6.1. We lose, however, in generality and flexibility,
since the optimal multicost algorithm of Section 5, and the
polynomial-time heuristics of Section 6.1, can be used with
any kind and number of costs and any optimization func-
tion, which can be different for different connections and
can also change with time. The proposed branch-and-
bound mechanism can only be used for these two specific
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costs, delay and link utilization vector, and the specific
optimization function for which we can compute a ‘‘best-
case” reception time using linear relations between the
costs of the links. Finally, note that the branch-and-bound
mechanism, can be also incorporated in the heuristic vari-
ations described in Section 6.1, assuming that the optimi-
zation function to be used is given a priori.
7. Performance evaluation results

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
optimal multicost routing and time scheduling algorithm,
the polynomial-time heuristic variations and the branch-
and-bound polynomial-time algorithm, we have conducted
full network simulation experiments. We did not evaluate
the case where the branch-and-bound mechanism is incor-
porated in the heuristic versions of the multicost algorithm,
even though it is expected that further time improvements
would be obtained in that case, since we wanted to exam-
ine the effect of each mechanism separately.

The experiments were performed assuming an Optical
Burst Switched network. More specifically, we assume that
bursts arrive at each edge node according to a Poisson pro-
cess with rate k requests per second and their destinations
are uniformly distributed over all remaining nodes of the
network. The burst sizes are exponentially distributed with
mean I bits, corresponding to mean burst duration equal to
B ¼ I=C. Bursts correspond to connection requests with
unspecified starting times that have to be routed and
scheduled by the proposed algorithms. We have used a
Boolean vector of size u to implement the utilization pro-
files of the links, as presented in Section 3. Each element
of the vector corresponds to a time step of duration s
and takes the zero value if the link is reserved and 1 if
the link is available at the corresponding time slot. As time
elapses, we shift the vector accordingly, so that its entries
to correspond to future time intervals as related to the cur-
rent time. Initially, the cost vectors of all links contain only
1’s, since the links are fully available at the beginning. Up-
date information is communicated to candidate nodes
according to Section 5.3, and the delay of the update infor-
mation is taken into account in the simulation experi-
ments. Upon receiving an update message, a node
calculates the entries that correspond to the specific reser-
vation and updates the utilization profile of the specific
link by putting 0’s to the corresponding entries.

We have extended the ns-2 platform [38] and tested the
following routing algorithms:

(i) The Dijkstra shortest path algorithm (Dij), where
bursts are routed on the shortest propagation delay
path computed at the beginning of the simulation.
The algorithm takes into account reservations made
at the first hop to avoid contention at the source
(ingress) node, but does not take into account reser-
vations made at subsequent nodes.

(ii) The optimal multicost algorithm (OM) described in
Section 6 that chooses the path that minimizes the
burst reception time at the destination over all
non-dominated paths. The cost vector of the
algorithm contains two cost parameters: (a) the link
delay dl, (b) the binary capacity availability vector bCl,
which has u = D/s entries. The domination relation >
of Eq. (3) is used for calculating the non-dominated
paths. When the optimal multicost algorithm uses
the branch-and-bound mechanism (Section 6.2) we
identify it by using the notation OM-BB. Note that
OM and OM-BB algorithms return the same opti-
mum path solutions. OM and OM-BB algorithms dif-
fer only in the number of computed paths and thus
the number of operations performed.

(iii) The availability weighting heuristic multicost algorithm
(AWHM), where the pseudo-domination relation >ps

of Eq. (6) is used for calculating the set of non-
pseudo-dominated paths based on the weights of
their CAVs. The branch-and-bound extension was
not evaluated.

(iv) The b-consecutive slot availability heuristic multicost
algorithm (CSAHM), where the pseudo-domination
relation of Eq. (7) is used for calculating the set of
candidate paths. The branch-and-bound extension
was not evaluated.

(v) The Dijkstra shortest path algorithm with contention
avoidance (Dij/CA), where the shortest paths are
computed at the beginning of the simulation for
every source–destination pair. Upon a burst trans-
mission request the source/ingress node combines
(using the � operator) the utilization profiles of
the links on the shortest path and schedules the start
time for the transmission of the burst so as to avoid
contention at subsequent nodes.

The optimal multicost (OM) algorithm, and its AWHM
and CSAHM heuristic variations first compute the set of
non-dominated paths or pseudo-non-dominated paths,
respectively, from the source to the given destination,
and then choose the path that minimizes the reception
time of the burst at the destination. The Dijkstra (Dij)
and the Dijkstra/CA (Dij/CA) algorithms always select the
shortest path to transmit a burst, and the difference be-
tween these two algorithms lies in the computation of
the time offset (TO) after which the burst starts transmis-
sion: the Dij algorithm computes the TO by using reserva-
tion information only for the first link on the shortest path,
while the Dij/CA algorithm takes into account reservations
made at all the links on the shortest path.

The routing and time scheduling algorithms presented
compute the path to be followed and the time offset after
which the source should start transmitting the burst. In or-
der to set up the path and reserve the appropriate re-
sources we use a one-way reservation scheme that
employs timed reservations and retransmissions in the
OBS domain, similar to the scheme proposed in [40]. We
assumed that dropped bursts are retransmitted because
(a) this is what would happen in a real network, where
the loss of data cannot be afforded (without retrials in
the OBS network layer, a higher layer protocol, such as
TCP, would be commissioned with the retransmission of
the dropped data) and (b) this is a more reliable model
for evaluating the performance of the proposed routing
algorithms (if retrials were not incorporated, the network
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would tend to drop bursts that travel more hops, treating
such bursts unfairly, and the throughput results would
not be representative of actual performance). The ingress
node stores the burst in a limited-size input buffer until
it is successfully transmitted. In our simulations the size
of the ingress buffer was set equal to 256 Mbytes per node.
For the traffic loads simulated we never observed a case of
a burst being dropped due to ingress buffer overflow, and
all bursts managed to reach their destinations either in
their first attempt or after several retrials.

We experimented with two network topologies: a 5 � 5
mesh with wraparounds (Fig. 5a) and the NSF network
topology (Fig. 5b). In the mesh topology, the nodes were
arranged along a two-dimensional grid topology, with
neighboring nodes placed at a distance of 50 km, 100 km
or 200 km from each other. In the NSFnet topology, in addi-
tion to the actual link physical lengths (the link lengths de-
picted in Fig. 5b, adopted from [39]), we have also
experimented with link lengths that are a fraction (10%,
30%, or 60%) of these lengths. All links were assumed to
be bi-directional with propagation delays proportional to
their lengths (5 ls/km). We have assumed that each link
has a single wavelength with bandwidth C = 1 Gb/s. The
setup (BCH) packet processing delay was set to 0.02 ls.
Unless otherwise stated, we have used the update-upon-
reservation technique to convey reservation information.
Fig. 5. (a) 5 � 5 mesh with wraparounds network and (b) the 14 nodes NSF netw
We used the average end-to-end delay experienced by a
burst as the main metric for assessing algorithmic perfor-
mance. Additional performance metrics measured in our
simulations were the average number of retrials required
for a successful transmission, the average number of com-
puted paths per request, and the average number of oper-
ations for serving each request The average number of
operations is defined as the number of bitwise compari-
sons, additions, and AND operations required for comput-
ing the binary CAV cost components, plus the number of
integer operations required for computing the integer-val-
ued delay and hop count cost components.

7.1. Results for the 5 � 5 mesh with wraparounds network

For the experiments in this section the time step s was
set equal to 0.01 ms and the size u of the capacity availabil-
ity vectors was equal to 8000 (corresponding to a maxi-
mum delay D = u�s = 80 ms). The distance between
adjacent nodes of the wraparound mesh was chosen to
be 50 km (corresponding to a single link propagation delay
of 0.25 ms=25 � s, and an average end-to-end propagation
delay measured to be 1.3 ms). The mean burst size I was
set equal to 300 kB, corresponding to mean burst duration
B ¼ 2:4 ms ¼ 240 � s, while the burst arrival rate k varied
between 5 bursts/s and 125 bursts/s per source node.
ork (link distances in km – distances correspond to actual network size).
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Fig. 6a illustrates the average end-to-end delay experi-
enced by the bursts using each of the algorithms examined.
Fig. 6. (a) Average end-to-end delay per burst, (b) average number of retrials for
average number of operations, for mean burst size I ¼ 300 kB and various burst
We observe that the optimal multicost (OM) algorithm
outperforms significantly the Dijkstra (Dij) and the Dijk-
a successful transmission, (c) average number of computed paths, and (d)
arrival rates k.
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stra/CA (Dij/CA) algorithms, while the performance differ-
ence between the OM algorithm and the AWHM and
CSAHM heuristic algorithms is very small.

Fig. 6b shows that the Dij/CA algorithm requires the
smallest average number of retrials for a successful trans-
mission. The OM, AWHM and CSAHM algorithms have
slightly worse performance. A retrial is required when
multiple bursts simultaneously try to reserve capacity on
the same link, in which case only one succeeds, while the
other(s) fail and have to retry. The Dij/CA algorithm is less
affected by these issues, since for every source–destination
pair a single path (the shortest path) is tried, and the algo-
rithm avoids contentions over that path. The simple Dij
algorithm has the worst performance in terms of the num-
ber of retrials, since it only considers link utilization infor-
mation for the first hop.

Fig. 6c illustrates the average number of computed
paths per successful transmission. Note that for this metric
we also consider the retrials performed until we have a
successful transmission. We have excluded from this graph
the performance of the Dij and the Dij/CA algorithms, since
in these algorithms path computation is only performed
once. However, we have graphed the performance of the
optimal multicost algorithm with the branch-and-bound
mechanism (OM-BB). As explained previously, there is no
difference between the OM and OM-BB algorithms in the
metrics presented in Fig. 6a and b, because both OM and
OM-BB algorithms select the same optimal paths (Section
6.2). From Fig. 6c we can verify that the branch-and-bound
mechanism reduces the search space and thus results in a
smaller number of computed paths, for the given optimiza-
tion function. As expected, by comparing OM and AWHM
and CSAHM algorithms we can observe that the use of
the pseudo-domination relation for pruning candidate
paths reduces the number of computed paths, as discussed
in Section 6.1.

Regarding the average number of operations, illustrated
in Fig. 6d, the OM algorithm exhibits the worst perfor-
mance, as expected. The number of operations is reduced
by using the branch-and-bound mechanism (OM-BB) due
to the smaller number of searched paths (Fig. 6c). How-
ever, the improvement is not significant due to the tedious
comparisons (domination relation) between the link cost
vectors, which are not avoided in the OM-BB. Thus,
although the OM-BB algorithm computes fewer paths than
the heuristic algorithms (Fig. 6c), it requires a higher num-
ber of operations (Fig. 6d). The number of operations is
maintained at low levels when the AWHM and CSAHM
algorithms are used, due to the use of the pseudo-domina-
tion relations that not only reduces the search space but
also avoids the comparisons of the CAV vectors. Note that
the number of operations required by the CSAHM algo-
rithm is larger than that of the AWHM algorithm, since
obtaining the b-consecutive slot availability value requires
one complete scan of the CAV vector. The number of oper-
ations of the AWHM algorithm is similar to that of the Dij/
CA algorithm for small values of the burst arrival rate k,
and becomes worse than that as k increases.

We have also measured the performance of the algo-
rithms when the burst arrival rate k is kept constant and
the mean burst size I varies. The conclusions are similar
to those presented above. We observed that the perfor-
mance depends more strongly on the mean burst size I
than on k. This is because when the burst sizes increase
the capacity fragmentation problems become more
important.

For the rest of the this paper we will focus only on the
performance of the AWHM algorithm since the delay per-
formance of the CSAHM algorithm was always very similar
to that of the AWHM algorithm, while its complexity was
always worse.

7.1.1. Effect of time discretization step s
The time discretization process and the size u of the

binary capacity availability vector have a significant effect
on the performance and the complexity of the algorithms.
Fig. 7a and b shows the average end-to-end delay and the
average number of operations, respectively, for different
values of the time discretization step s, for burst arrival
rate k = 80 bursts/s and mean burst size I ¼ 300 kB. For
fair comparison, we have kept constant the product
D = u�s = 80 ms, so as not to change the maximum allow-
able delay. From Fig. 7a we can observe that the time dis-
cretization process affects the average end-to-end delay of
all the algorithms. Since a burst is released to the network
at discrete time instances and the reservation is per-
formed for an integer number of s-time units, perfor-
mance deteriorates as s increases. On the other hand,
the average number of operations is inversely propor-
tional tos (Fig. 7b), so the complexity of the algorithms
improves as s increases.

7.1.2. Effect of propagation delays
The network propagation delays play a significant role

on the link-state update mechanism. In the proposed mul-
ticost algorithm and its heuristic variations the nodes keep
track of the link states (the CAVs) and use them to compute
the set of non-dominated or non-pseudo-dominated paths,
respectively, while in the Dijkstra algorithm with Conten-
tion Avoidance (Dij/CA) the link states are used to compute
the time offset after which a burst should start transmis-
sion at the source. Cleary, information regarding a link res-
ervation cannot be useful if it reaches a node after path
selection. Therefore, we expect network propagation de-
lays to affect the performance of all algorithms examined,
except for the Dijkstra algorithm that only uses informa-
tion on the first hop.

Fig. 8a shows the average end-to-end delay percentage
(%) improvement obtained by using the AWHM algorithm
as opposed to the Dij/CA algorithm in a 5 � 5 mesh with
wraparounds, with adjacent node distances of 50, 100 or
200 km. As expected, the performance improvements ob-
tained are more important when network propagation de-
lays are small, while they almost disappear for large
propagation delays. This comes at the expense of increased
complexity (Fig. 8b), since when the network propagation
delays are small the state information maintained at ingress
nodes includes information for a large number of reserva-
tions. Therefore, the processing overhead and the complex-
ity of the proposed algorithms (except for the Dijkstra
algorithm) increase as network propagation delays
decrease.



Fig. 7. (a) Average end-to-end delay and (b) average number of operations per burst, for k = 80 burst/s, I ¼ 300 kB and various values for the time
discretization step s. The product of s with u was kept constant.

Fig. 8. (a) Average end-to-end delay improvement obtained by comparing the performance of the algorithm (iii) with algorithm (v), and (b) average
number of operations per burst, for I ¼ 300 kB and various values for k. The distance between adjacent nodes was set to 50 km, 100 km or 200 km.
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7.2. NSF network

In this section we present performance results obtained
for the NSFnet network topology. Fig. 9a shows the average
end-to-end delay percentage improvement obtained by
using the AWHM algorithm as opposed to the Dij/CA algo-
rithm. We have assumed mean burst size I ¼ 300 kB and
varying bust arrival rate k and link propagation delays.
More specifically, we have experimented with link lengths
that are fractions (10%, 30% or 60%) of the original NSFnet
distances (shown in Fig. 5b). These results indicate that the
performance improvements obtained with the AWHM
algorithm are substantial for the NSFnet when the link
lengths are 10% and 30% of the actual lengths (correspond-
ing to average network propagation delays of 1.3 ms and
3.9 ms, respectively) and diminish as the propagation de-
lays increase. Similar to the 5 � 5 mesh network, when
the propagation delays increase the complexity of the algo-
rithms decreases (Fig. 9b), since the useful update informa-
tion that reaches ingress routers is less.

7.3. Link-state update strategies

Fig. 10a shows the percentage improvement in the
average end-to-end delay obtained by using the AWHM
algorithm as opposed to the Dij/CA algorithm. Specifically,
we have graphed the performance improvement for the
cases that the AWHM algorithm uses the update-upon-res-
Fig. 9. (a) Average end-to-end delay improvement obtained by comparing the pe
number of operations per burst, for I ¼ 300 kB and various values of k. The length
the NSF network.
ervation or the update-upon-selection technique (Section
5.3) in the 5 � 5 mesh with wraparounds network when
the distance between adjacent nodes was set to 50, 100
or 200 km. We observe that the update-upon-selection is
slightly better than the update-upon-reservation with re-
spect to the average end to end delay metric (Fig. 10a),
while it also results in considerably smaller average num-
ber of exchanged messages (Fig. 10b). When comparing
these two techniques for different network propagation
delays, we observe that the update-upon-selection tech-
nique outperforms the update-upon-reservation technique
for large propagation delays, while the performance differ-
ence between these two techniques diminishes for small
propagation delays. As expected, the average number of
update messages exchanged decreases when the network
propagation delays increase, since update messages are
sent only to nodes that can use this information (see
Eqs. (4) and (5)). Note that the average number of update
messages exchanged when the updated-upon-selection
technique is used is always less than 24 messages
(namely, the number of nodes in the network, excluding
the source), while in the case of the update-upon-reserva-
tion technique the upper bound is 24 � hmax, where hmax

is the maximum number of hops on the paths, since the
update is performed at every intermediate node down
the selected path. Similar conclusions were obtained for
the case of the NSFnet topology (the results are omited
for brevity).
rformance of the AWHM algorithm with Dij/CA algorithm, and (b) average
s of the links correspond to 10%, 30%, 60% or 100% of the actual distances of



Fig. 10. (a) Average end-to-end delay improvement obtained by comparing AWHM algorithm using the update-upon-reservation or the update-upon-
selection technique as opposed to Dij/CA algorithm, and (b) average number of update messages exchanged for the AWHM algorithm in the 5 � 5 Mesh
topology, I ¼ 300 kB, and various values for burst arrival rates and propagation delays.
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8. Conclusions

We presented several multicost algorithms for routing
and time scheduling connections in networks that support
advance reservations. We initially presented an optimal
scheme of non-polynomial complexity that is based on
the concept of non-dominated paths. We then proposed
two heuristic algorithms of polynomial complexity, by
defining corresponding appropriate pseudo-domination
relationships that are used to prune the search space. We
also proposed a branch-and-bound mechanism that re-
duces the search space, for the case where the function
to be optimized is known and is the same for all connec-
tions. The performance of the proposed multicost algo-
rithms was evaluated in an Optical Burst Switched
network environment. Our simulation results showed that
the proposed multicost algorithms significantly outper-
form other algorithms, such as the Dijkstra and the Dijk-
stra/CA algorithm with respect to the average end-to-end
delay experienced by a burst. The optimal multicost algo-
rithm is not polynomial and requires a large number of
operations. The number of operations depends on the time
discretization step s, and can be decreased by increasing s,
at a relatively small penalty in terms of end-to-end delay.
The proposed polynomial-time AW heuristic multicost
algorithm yields delay performance that is very close to
that of the optimal multicost algorithm, while maintaining
the number of operations at low levels. The branch-and-
bound mechanism was shown to reduce the number of
searched paths, without sacrificing optimality, but is less
flexible, since it assumes that the objective function to be
optimized is the same for all connections. The performance
improvements obtained by the proposed multicost
algorithms are more pronounced for small network propa-
gation delays, in which case more up-to-date link utiliza-
tion information is used in making routing and
scheduling decisions.
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Appendix A.

In this Appendix we provide pseudo-code for the algo-
rithm that finds the set of non-dominated paths between
an origin node and all other nodes of the network.

A.1. Notation

The network is defined as a directed graph G = (N,L): N
are the nodes, and L are the links.

http://www.ist-phosphorus.eu
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The connection request is of size b in slots and has
source node S 2 N and destination node E 2 N
Vl is the cost vector of link l 2 L. Each path is repre-
sented by a label that includes the cost vector Vp asso-
ciated with it and the first hop to the source using
that path.
Wi is the set of labels of the paths from node S to a node
ni 2 N, and W ¼ [ni 6¼SWi is the set of all labels.
Wf �W is the subset of all final labels for all the nodes,
and Wf

i �Wi is the set of final labels for node ni. T is the
set of nodes with at least one final label.
Compute_the_Set_of_Non_Dominated_Paths (G, S, E,

Vl of all link)

Initialization (G, S,Vl)
while W 6¼Wf

ni = Choose_the_optimum_label (W, Wf, T)
Obtain_the_new_labels_and_discard_domi-
nated_paths (G, ni, W,Vl)

end
return (Pn�d �Wf

E)
end
Initialization (G, S, Vl of all links)
Wf = {}, T = {}
for all links l 2L that start from S 2 N

W = W [Vl

end
end
Choose_the_optimum_label (W, Wf, T)

find path pi 2W with minimum delay (delay informa-
tion is included in Vpi

)
ni 2 N = ending node of path pi

Wf ¼Wf [ fVpi
g; T ¼ T [ fnig

return (ni)
end
Obtain_the_new_labels_and_discard_domi-
nated_paths(G, ni, W, Vl)
1: for all nj 2 N neighbors of ni (connected through link
l = (ni,nj) 2 L)

V 0pj
¼ Vpi

� Vl (� is defined in Eq. (2))
for all Vpj

2W (Vpj
are paths ending at nj)

if Vpj
> V 0pj

(‘‘>” is defined in Eq. (3))
goto 1 (check the next neighboring node)

else if V 0pj
> Vpj

W ¼W � fVpj
g

end
end
W ¼W [ fVpj

g
end

end
Appendix B.

In this Appendix we give pseudo-code for the algorithm
that selects the best path from the set of non-dominated
paths.
Choose_the_optimal_path (b,Pn-d)
min_arrival=1
for all p 2 Pn-d

calculate Rp(b) (find the first placement that bCp has
b consecutive ones)
temp_arrival=Rp(b) + b + dp,
if temp_arrival <min_arrival

temp_path=p
temp_transmission=Rp(b)
min_arrival=temp_arrival

end
end
return (temp_path, temp_transmission)

end
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